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The French-born owner oF This colourFul 
abode was lucky. The previous owner had To 

sell aFTer compleTing iT, giving her The chance 
To make This lighT-Filled conTemporary oasis 

her Family’s new home. 

Happy Home

sTory beTTina deda  
phoTography Tony poTTer  

sTyling greg sukendro

When the property in Sydney’S 
eaSt With 270-Square metreS of 
living SpaceS came on the 
market, chriStelle le Baccon 
jumped at the opportunity and 
Secured thiS contemporary 
neW-Build for her tWo SonS, 12 
and 9 yearS old, and herSelf. 

With her passion for interior decorating – she is a 
graduate of the Coco Republic Design School – 
she transformed the blank canvas into a colourful 
work of art. The white walls and high ceilings 
provided the perfect background for her passion. 
Her love of art is apparent everywhere and she 
has amassed a stunning collection of art prints 
since she bought the house. She loves colourful 

fabrics and not only shows them off on her 
stunning occasional chairs but also displays the 
fabrics as art on her walls. 

As her hobby is painting, the canvases in the 
house are her works. “I enjoy painting very much 
and have displayed my works over the years in 
five dental practices,” Christelle, a dental 
practitioner herself, explains. 

Maximised glazing on three sides 

provides natural light galore and gives 

this living and dining area an airy and 

spacious atmosphere. 

witH HeART
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Top left African print decorative cushions sit well with the grey lounge. Again, art takes 

pride of place and injects splashes of colour to the monochromatic scheme. Painted 

industrial crates serve as book storage. 

Above An exposed concrete wall is the eye-catching feature in the light-flooded lounge 

opening to the entertainment deck, and it inspired the monochromatic colour scheme. 

Simple white storage units allow for a clutter-free room.  

Left The industrial-style coffee table finds a perfect place on the geometric area rug. 

Top A black cowhide rug combined with the black and yellow quirky occasional chair 

contrasts the white walls and kitchen joinery effectively.

Her creativity resulted in some stunning furniture pieces throughout the home. 
The sofa in her office on the entry level, for example, came from the street where 
someone else had discarded it. She had it stripped down and reupholstered.  
Decorated with colourful throw cushions, the sofa now takes pride of place at the 
entrance of the house. 

UNIQUE & MEANINGFUL
For Christelle, there is a big difference between furnishing and decorating a house. 
To make a house a home it needs some unique pieces, objects that may not mean 
anything to other people, but that mean a lot to her. “A home should represent who 
you are,” she sums up. 

Apart from the bedrooms, the house features polished floors, which Christelle 
decorated with several cowhide rugs. As they are easy to clean and come in many 
colours, they are perfect tools to bring warmth to any open-plan living area and 
define a space.  

Her love for colour and decorating is apparent from the first step inside the door. 
In the entrance hall, a contrasting black and white colour scheme dominates the 
scene and provides the perfect background for her colourful canvases juxtaposed 

[Luckiest Find]
The sofa in her office; Christelle collected it from  
the street. Originally a single bed, she had it 
re-upholstered as a lounge. 

[Favourite features]
Christelle finds the layout on the lower level, with an 
open-plan study and three separate bedrooms, is the 
most appealing aspect of the home. 

[Favourite rooms]
Christelle’s favourite room is the open kitchen that 
allows communication with the children while 
preparing the meals. 

[Biggest challenge]
“Luckily, there were none,” says Christelle, as the 
house was brand-new and ready to move in.

[Top Decorating Tip]
Don’t decorate your house like a showroom; bring in 
unusual pieces and don’t be afraid to use colours.

[ Behind the SceneS ]

“A home should represent 
who you are.”
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“Bring in unusual 
pieces and don’t be 

afraid to use colours!”

with monochromatic prints on the opposite wall. 
Entering the house, the visitor catches a glimpse 
of the adjacent office alcove defined by a 
geometric rug and more art on the walls. 

Next to the office, the minimalistic master 
bedroom with its luxurious ensuite makes the 
perfect parents’ retreat after a long day of work. 

LIGHT-FILLED ENTERTAINER
Following the stairs to the top level, there are 
three bedrooms, two of which are the boys’ rooms, 
the other serves as guest room. Apart from a 
bathroom and a powder room, a built-in office 
desk along the window provides enough space for 
two light-filled workspaces. 

The lower level of the house is a huge 
open-plan area designed to maximise space and 
sunlight. The all-white kitchen blends with the 
white walls and lets the artworks and furniture 
pieces take centre stage. Finger-pull handles give 

Top The portrait of a woman is the star on this 

stage and keeps an eye on the dining area. The 

designer table and chairs blend with their 

surrounds and leave the artwork to shine.  

Left Finger-pull handles give the white kitchen a 

streamlined and modern look. The island bench 

provides drawers for storage and an open 

compartment to hide the microwave. 

DuLux BriLLianT WhiTe

The interior walls are all painted in a sharp, clean white creating the ideal backdrop for Christelle’s collection of stunning artwork. Dulux Brilliant White would be a good choice to achieve a similar effect.

"The all-white kitchen blends in the
white walls and lets the artworks and furniture

pieces take centre stage"
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the kitchen a streamlined and modern look. Christelle loves her 
kitchen in the middle of the living spaces, as she can still watch and 
talk to the children while she is preparing meals. The timber floor 
radiates a sense of warmth throughout the open-plan kitchen and 
living areas.

MIXING & MATCHING
The open-plan dining and living areas are again evidence of the 
owner’s passion for interior decorating with colour and texture. Her 
strategy of mixing and matching different styles, eras, colours, shapes 
and textures makes this house a unique, personal and inviting home. 
Unexpected pieces in the lounge, such as the pinball machine, 
combined with the industrial coffee table and rustic timber crates for 
book storage make this space truly unique and different. 

Top The monochromatic colour scheme supports the minimalist 

interior in the master bedroom. 

Right The impressive bathroom with a freestanding bath imbues a 

sense of serenity and calmness.

Top The guest room is one of three bedrooms on the top 

level of the house. A striking printed fabric makes a 

feature wall and functions as bedhead at the same time.

Right The practical Stokke chair and a couple of pouffes 

add energy and excitement to this bedroom for a 

9-year-old boy. Delightful animal art paired with colourful 

accents radiates fun and happiness.
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Oversize, stunning artworks take pride of place 
in the living areas on the lower level and have the 
potential for conversation starters. Engaging 
vignettes with an attention to detail make all the 
difference in this light-filled entertainer. 

Both living areas on the lower level open 
seamlessly to the outdoor entertaining deck, the 
large secluded lawn and the swimming pool – a 
haven for the family. The lower level includes 
another bathroom, the laundry and a separate 
storage room.  

Christelle, who travels a lot in pursuit of her 
hobby of kite surfing, loves returning to her 
peaceful and warm abode. “I am always happy to 
come back,” she explains. No wonder. 

Top The black and blue sofa in Christelle’s office on the ground floor is a find from the street. After stripping it down, 

she had it reupholstered in blue velvet. 

Above left The top floor also incorporates a built-in study alcove with a bench running along the windows and 

providing enough room for two workspaces. .

Above right A practical storage unit next to the front door is home for an eye-catching vignette, which is mirrored in 

the stylish glass top. The wall clock creates an artwork in itself. 

Book Luxury Locations
email:  info@bookluxurylocations.com
Website:  www.bookluxurylocations.com

[ cOntAct ]


